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Prospects for
Adult Literacy Policy
in British Columbia

This paper originated as a report to the British Columbia Provincial Literacy Advisory Committee.1 Intended to assist in the formulation of effective policies for adult literacy in British Columbia, the paper takes a broad view of "policy," including both explicit policy statements and the institutional arrangements through which they take effect. The paper reviews the current discussion of adult literacy policy and programming across Canada. It also reviews existing policies in Canada and in British Columbia, in education ministries and other ministries whose interests and activities touch upon literacy.

Recognizing the intentions of the Provincial Literacy Advisory Committee, the paper outlines a framework for thinking about literacy policy that would realize a community-based strategy for literacy work, in which teaching is tailored to meet the needs of students in particular communities, and programs often involve non-governmental organizations, sometimes in co-operation with educational institutions.

Discussion of Adult Literacy Policy in the Late 1980s

The issue of adult literacy has gained a marked prominence in the late 1980s. This is partly due to the efforts over the last decade by literacy advocacy organizations, such as the Adult Basic Education Association of British Columbia and The Movement for Canadian Literacy. It is partly due to the growing perception of the importance of basic skills in the workforce for rational economic competitiveness. It also reflects the imminence of the UNESCO-sanctioned International Year of Literacy, 1990.

Calls for more attention to the literacy issue have been heard across the political spectrum, from governments controlled by all major political parties, from business and industry, from the labour movement, from community organizations and anti-poverty groups.2 In provinces across the country, processes of policy formulation and revision, and some new programming, are underway. The formation of a British Columbia Provincial Literacy Advisory Committee in 1988 is part of a national trend that includes recent adult education policy reviews in Ontario and Quebec; a public consultation in Alberta sponsored by three ministries; the creation of the Saskatchewan Literacy Council, the Manitoba Literacy Task Force and Literacy Nova Scotia; as well as the establishment of a new Literacy Policy Officer position in Newfoundland, and a Literacy Co-ordinator in the Northwest Territories.

The processes of policy review and formulation share a number of characteristics. The public advisory process generally includes the involvement of business, labour, community organizations, native organizations, and various government ministries, as well as traditional educators, in policy-setting, planning and programming. There is attention to public awareness of literacy issues, related both to political support for government action and to recruitment of learners and tutors. There is a common concern for the unique characteristics of various client groups for literacy programmes, and an increased acceptance of community-based programming arrangements as a means to bring
programmes closer to the people that they would serve. Finally, there is a widespread emphasis on necessary support services for both learners and practitioners.

What is “policy”?

The term “policy” (as in “literacy policy”) is commonly used but often ill-defined. The term often refers to a specific government document whose title includes the word “policy.” Such a document may refer to government principles and goals (perhaps a brief, general statement that the government will work to provide opportunities for adult basic education), government operating procedures, as well as statements of how the government hopes others will behave.

“Policy” is also used in a de facto sense to suggest the arrangements and assumptions upon which decisions may be based. “Policy” thus refers to the sometimes tacit assumptions of an organizational culture. It also refers to the ways in which certain actions are promoted in practice by institutional structures and routines. Every explicitly labelled policy statement presupposes a set of arrangements through which institutions operate and make decisions. These are essential to a policy’s implementation in practice. Central in these arrangements, linking the most general policies with actual programming, are the formulas through which funding is provided to institutions and organizations, and the formats for reporting on activity by those institutions and organizations. These institutional arrangements, which may not appear in any policy document, may be called guidelines, procedures, formulas, or simply “paperwork”.

This paper considers “policy” in the full range of its senses, from the broadest rationales for action to the institutional arrangements that make action possible. The discussion also necessarily touches on questions about people who don’t read and write well, and the ways in which their learning is supported or discouraged — that is, on the realities that adult literacy policy must address. The following sections review current federal government policy, and current British Columbia policy. Suggestions for new British Columbia policy are then developed.

Federal Government Policy and Institutional Arrangements

The federal government is not constitutionally the provider of education services. However, even in those areas in which the legitimate mandates of the federal government might allow it to support literacy programming, its activity is restricted. The only exception to this pattern is federal prison programs. The Solicitor General has initiated literacy programming throughout the federal corrections system, since 1987. Annually increasing targets for numbers of students completing grade 8 have been set through 1990.

The lead ministry for literacy in the federal government is the Department of the Secretary of State, which houses the National Literacy Secretariat, formed in 1987. The Secretariat works for the co-ordination of literacy-related efforts within the federal government, and between federal and provincial governments. It also provides funding for literacy support initiatives, including information and co-ordination of programs, public awareness, research, learning materials, and innovative community action projects. Although there has been some confusion on the point, the Secretariat has been clear from its inception that its mandate is not to fund actual literacy programs — with the possible exceptions of cost-shared funding of markedly innovative projects, or of francophone or native programs. The Literacy Secretariat sees its role primarily as a “catalyst”.
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Employment and Immigration Canada (then Canada Manpower) provided funding for literacy through its system of "seat purchases" for Basic Training for Skill Development (BTSD), through much of the 1970s. These purchases dwindled at the end of the decade, and were completely discontinued after 1981-1982. As a matter of explicit policy, EIC does not assist with training below the grade 8 level. Preparation for Vocational Training is defined as "academic upgrading above grade 7 comprised mainly of training in mathematics, science and communication skills." However, limited support is provided under the program for the "severely employment-disadvantaged" which "gives training and work experience to persons who face significant barriers in securing and maintaining employment." It is remarkable that the undereducated are virtually the only group excluded from access to EIC-funded training programs. This restricts their access not only to literacy training itself, but also to training for the many trades courses which require grade 10 or 12 for entry. Recently there have been limited signs of renewed EIC interest in literacy and basic skills. However, no major activity appears imminent. Similarly, the mandate of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development includes providing basic services to status Indian communities, and assisting native people to acquire employment skills. However, the Department has no significant adult literacy activity.

Because of the restricted role of the federal government, it seems clear that significant programming activity will come only from the provincial government.

British Columbia Policy and Institutional Arrangements

The existing (1982) policy document in British Columbia is formulated broadly. It recognizes the Ministry responsibility "to foster learning opportunities for adults in British Columbia who have not had the opportunity to develop some or all of those skills required to function successfully in Canadian society." The Ministry policy is "to provide, to adults citizens and landed immigrants residing in the province, reasonable access to high quality adult basic education programs." Adult basic education (ABE) is defined to include basic literacy, academic upgrading, pre-vocational training, and English language training. This policy document also states that the Ministry will assist educational institutions by co-operating programmes, developing resources, encouraging and supporting innovative programs, facilitating evaluation and needs assessment with necessary data, and coordinating GED provision. Subject to funding, it will provide for programmes, support services and professional development, and provide financial assistance to students who require it. The Ministry will also co-operate with other federal and provincial agencies in developing income support and child care; and will encourage co-operation among agencies with a role in Adult Basic Education.

In this policy, drafted within the "old" Ministry of Education — prior to the separation of the current Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training — colleges, institutes and public schools are identified as programme deliverers. Arrangements for school districts in the "new" Ministry of Education are outlined in a memorandum of January, 1989, jointly issued by the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training. This specifies that school districts will receive funding, for adult programmes "leading to secondary school graduation," through the Ministry of Education’s Fiscal Framework. In practice, this does not appear to exclude literacy programmes. The underlying idea appears to be not that school districts are providers of adult programmes, but that there is no age restriction on access to school district programmes. The memorandum also emphasizes that school districts and colleges are expected to co-operate in identifying and serving local needs.
The recent Access Report proposes a novel expansion of educational activity and funding in the province. It specifically identifies literacy and adult basic education as a priority concern, and gives pride of place to colleges, which it suggests “provide, for adults, much more suitable environments than schools for a return to study.” The report recommends that colleges be provided with funding to cover the costs of fees, books and supplies for students enrolled in ABE programmes, and that a provincial advisory committee on literacy be formed.

**Community Colleges**

The British Columbia community college system, because it has the primary provincial mandate for adult education, has the primary responsibility for the provision of literacy education. Every community college in the province conducts some literacy programming. Under current reporting procedures, colleges prepare an annual programming and budget “profile” and send it to the Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training. This document serves as the basis for funding negotiation and approval between the colleges and the Ministry. It specifies the number of full time equivalent students (FTE’s) the college intends to serve and specifies the level of service projected in each program area. (The FTE is the central concept in current funding arrangements. It is defined as the hours of instruction had by one student attending classes 6 hours a day, 5 days a week, for 10 months — roughly 1200 hours, varying from year to year, due to statutory holidays; the dollar equivalent varies somewhat from region to region.) Basic level literacy programmes are identified in the profile as “ABE Fundamental,” defined as equivalent to grades 0-8.

Literacy programming arrangements in colleges vary widely throughout the province. Some colleges have long seen literacy as central to their mandate and have provided consistent support. Others view it as a peripheral concern, or one dealt with by school districts, and so provide little or no support. Present reporting methods do not provide data on the numbers of people served in literacy programs, as distinct from the numbers of FTE’s provided. Reporting emphasizes projected, rather than actual, levels of enrollment. Although colleges are asked to detail their current activity in all areas, reporting is not uniform, and some colleges have literacy programs that are not clearly identified as such.

**School Districts**

Although fewer than one third of school districts offer programmes — there is a heavy concentration of programmes in the lower mainland and southern Vancouver Island — the great majority of the population of British Columbia is covered by school district adult literacy programming. Classes are offered in night school, tutoring programmes, drop-in learning centres, community schools, regular classroom situations, and daytime dedicated adult space and classes. However, there is no clear assignment of responsibility for issues of adult literacy programming, curriculum and assessment within the Ministry of Education. In the absence of greater encouragement from the Ministry, school district promotion of adult literacy programmes depends largely on distinctive community and school district traditions of adult education.

Until 1988 school districts were funded proportionately to the size of their all-inclusive adult education programmes from a common funding pool. As of 1988, only ABE programmes are programmes funded by Ministry grants. These grants are based on
the fiscal framework used for all education funding, and are now not capped. The school
district FTE is defined as 640 contact hours or 8 courses. School districts may supply
additional funding from local taxes. Grants are based either on September 30 enrollment, or
on the previous year's ABE activity. Fiscal framework funding for adult education
programming is not dedicated, and districts can add funding to or divert it from adult
programmes. As ABE students are fully funded on an FTE basis, the collection of fees is
prohibited. Large urban school districts will likely benefit most from these changes, and
the elimination of tuition fees may lead to increases in enrollment. Smaller school districts,
however, may be inhibited in programme development by their lesser capacity to provide
administrative supports, and by smaller population bases.

Ministry of Social Services and Housing

The Ministry of Social Services and Housing provides assistance to some literacy students
within the context of the Ministry's own major service delivery areas — income assistance,
child protection and support for the mentally handicapped. Under the Opportunities for
Independence programme, approximately 13,000 income assistance recipients receive
supplementary support to cover the expenses (tuition, books and transportation) of
attending an educational or job training programme. Students are supported for up to a
three year period in programmes that will enhance their employability and hence will assist
them to get off income assistance.

There is significant variation from region to region in the accessibility of this
support for education, suggesting that policy is not so clear as to be uniformly understood.
Furthermore, a number of features of Ministry policy and practice tend to work against
those who seek literacy education. The policy is worded in a restrictive manner: district
supervisors are granted discretion to authorize language training “where it is deemed
essential and no other funds are available.” The Ministry only approves courses that lead to
employment, and an individual with ten or twelve years of schooling and seeking a
vocational training course will appear more likely to find employment after education than
does a literacy student. Furthermore, income assistance recipients must ordinarily research
their own educational plans; the absence of any Ministry counselling and referral cannot but
hinder people who need literacy training.

The Ministry also provides some grants to community groups under Community
Projects Funding. These grants do not specifically provide for literacy programming, but
may include some support, to the extent that literacy activities fall within the overall
purpose of the community group. For example, a grant to a multicultural organization may
contribute to an ESL literacy programme sponsored by that organization. In other areas of
the Ministry's mandate, in the area of child protection, for example, literacy may be
identified as a need and clients referred to appropriate educational institutions. Ministry
service to the mentally handicapped includes training in communications skills which can
include literacy.

Ministries of the Solicitor General, Attorney General, and Health

High rates of illiteracy are often reported in inmate populations in the provincial correction
system. While there is enthusiasm for literacy education among corrections staff, there is
no policy for the general promotion of literacy throughout the provincial corrections
system. Programmes do exist in a number of institutions, and have been established on an
institution - by - institution basis under service contracts with community colleges.
Similarly, there is no consistent policy or practice regarding the provision of post-release education programming.

The recent report of the Justin *Reform Committee* for the Ministry of the Attorney-General raises issues with a strong relationship to adult literacy. In this case, the emphasis is not on the literacy skills of people who must read documents from the legal system, but on the literacy practices of those who write those documents. The Committee notes:

people involved in litigation need to understand the documents that affect them, and especially those documents that they must sign or swear. They should be able to understand the words that are spoken to them in court, by lawyers and judges. And the laws that govern people’s lives should be intelligible to them. The justice system of this Province must commit itself to speaking in plain language.

The report, which is still under discussion, recommends that a Plain Language Committee be established to develop a strategy for implementing plain language in legislation and legal documents, and to provide leadership not only to the justice system but also to the government at large. It would be assisted by a working subcommittee which would have the authority to establish guidelines, monitor plain language implementation in various branches and levels of government, and provide training.

Within the Ministry of Health, there is some attention to producing public health information at a broadly accessible reading level. The Ministry also provides some support for the education of physically handicapped people.

**Strengths and Weaknesses of Current British Columbia Policy**

British Columbia’s stated policy for adult basic education, including literacy and ESL, both reflects and has guided a long period of work that has seen British Columbia take the lead in some aspects of ABE in Canada, especially in extent of programming, and in learning materials production. The policy already identifies inter-ministerial and inter-agency cooperation as a part of ABE activity. However, considered in the light of literacy programming experience and the policy development processes currently underway across Canada, British Columbia policy and institutional arrangements also show a number of weaknesses.

Existing policy expresses the mandate for literacy work in terms of British Columbians’ effective “functioning” in society, or in terms of their access to the equivalent of secondary school education. A fuller statement might go on to be more clear about the economic and social aspects of participation.

Although it is clear that the Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training conducts most activity regarding adult literacy, there is not a clear identification of responsibilities for leadership and co-ordination among various government Ministries. The relationships involved concern not only the Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training and the Ministry of Education, but also ministries with an interest in literacy, including Social Services and Housing, Health, and the Solicitor-General. The literacy issues involved concern not only questions of educational programming, but also such matters as plain language in government documents.

Statements concerning the provision of “reasonable access” through measures “subject to funding” make no specific commitment to provide programmes, let alone to
programs, and there should be graduated increases in community college funding to ensure that graduated increases in literacy programming within the colleges can occur.

One interesting model of literacy promotion is the Ontario Basic Skills (OBS) programme, through which Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology are funded to provide ABE. OBS requires a special focus on people at the basic level (up to grade 9, or BTSD III), a group that includes many natives, older people, people with disabilities, members of visible minorities, and women, who find it difficult to participate in the labour force, who are underrepresented in the training system, and who have markedly diverse learning needs. At least 20% of funding goes to the basic level, to "ensure that training organizations do not focus primarily on the needs of the larger and more active groups requiring upgrading at the secondary level only."22

In British Columbia, it is not the practice for the province to set standards for programming at individual colleges, and responsibility for literacy promotion must be held at the institutional level. However, each community college might be charged with ensuring that literacy programming is adequately provided throughout the college region. Adequate provision should be defined in relation to rates of undereducation (defined as completion of fewer than 9 years of schooling) in the college region. (A reasonable benchmark is for colleges to provide 25% of their ABE programming at the Fundamental level.) Adequate provision should also be defined in relation to a literacy needs assessment for each community served by the college, identifying potential literacy students with reference to the social and economic development of the community. Each community college should also explicitly plan measures to assure accessibility to identified potential literacy students. Those measures should include the scheduling and location of classes, teaching materials and methods, and means of recruitment.

Some school districts have established successful literacy programmes; others are well situated to provide them. For some programmes — for example, intergenerational literacy programmes — school districts are natural providers. School district programmes should have a commitment to the principles of adult education, and recognize that the educational needs and learning modes of adults will differ from those of children and adolescents. This involves flexibility in matters of scheduling, location, teaching style, teacher backgrounds, teacher-student ratios, etc. The Ministry of Education should acknowledge that school districts may appropriately provide adult basic literacy programmes, as well as adult programmes that lead in the short run to a secondary certificate, and should identify specific staff positions with responsibility for supporting school district adult literacy activity.

It would be helpful for the Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training to work with the Ministry of Education to ensure that resources and training activities to promote student-centred curriculum, teaching methods and evaluation, be available to literacy teachers and tutors working in school districts. Possibilities of co-ordinating programmes through articulation measures, including common certificates, could be explored. Community colleges and school districts should co-operate in providing support services — library use, assessment and counselling.

Efforts to ensure literacy development among children and youth are central in an overall strategy for literacy. Public discussion is needed regarding students who do not acquire substantial literacy skills in school, and those who leave school early. This discussion should involve parents, teachers, and interested provincial and community organizations.
Beyond the Institutions

Even when literacy programming is well provided within educational institutions, there are further necessary steps. Individuals and communities experience educational, employment, health, legal and family matters as a whole, but systems of administering educational provision are ordinarily fragmenting. The relations of literacy learning to other parts of students' lives may be difficult to pursue, if these are obstructed by school or college academic organization of subjects and levels, or by the catchment of students with a great variety of backgrounds and life experiences which makes a thematic or problem-based approach difficult to pursue. Those who are well integrated into the institutional forms of our society have learned to deal with such fragmented provision. But for literacy programmes to serve more than the “cream” of students, innovative community-based strategies are called for at the organizational level, to overcome this fragmentation.

At the organizational level, the term “community-based” can mean that governments and institutions inform people, or consult with them; or that governments and institutions join with community organizations in “partnership”; or that governments and institutions devolve responsibility and authority — and funding — to community organizations. The term “community organization” also has various meanings. It can identify educational or social agencies in a municipality or region, most of which will themselves be governmental organizations. Alternatively, the term can identify non-governmental membership organizations such as native bands, trade unions, ethnic associations and the like, which are controlled by their members, and include potential literacy students as members. Finally, the term can identify literacy programmes that are themselves community organizations.

Linking Institutions and Community Agencies

Literacy programmes in colleges and school districts should be co-ordinated with one another and with health, welfare, and employment agencies, and community centres. A co-ordinating mechanism can provide a forum for local discussion of community educational priorities, and an outreach vehicle for educational institutions. One developed model for such co-ordination is in Alberta Advanced Education’s Community Programmes branch, which provides grants to non-credit programmes that are “approved and co-ordinated at the local level” through a system of Further Education Councils. These Councils include representatives of various educational institutions in a region, but also of recreation, health, agricultural, library, multicultural and other agencies. Representatives of local business and labour organizations, and individuals interested in fostering further education, may also be members. Courses are offered by a Local Hosting Authority, which can be an educational institution, other government agency, or an incorporated society or co-operative that offers courses “on a non-profit, non-sectarian, public service basis.”

This system of Further Education Councils has a distinct Alberta history and could not be simply transplanted in British Columbia. However, there are numerous linkages in British Columbia between school districts and community colleges, and between either of them and other community organizations. Co-ordination can involve the linking of distinct services, e.g. referring people from a health service or employment service to a literacy programme. It can involve an effort to integrate services, e.g. with a college providing teaching and another community agency or centre providing space. These links have been developed at individual institutions, by individual educators committed to such work. These arrangements need not be left entirely to the initiative of individual educators, but
materials and teaching methods, recruitment paths, programme schedules and locations, and support services. In every case there should be means for students and potential students to influence the planning of programmes.

However, conventional forms of educational programming tend to serve some potential students better than others — to fit with some clusters of life circumstance better than others. Numerous pressures work against educational institutions and their adult basic education programmes being oriented to those who have the most basic literacy needs, and the most complex needs. Indeed in British Columbia, the areas with the highest rates of undereducation are markedly underserved in relation to need.13

One set of pressures tends to limit the development of literacy programmes. Within education institutions, literacy programmes may be seen as lower-status activity than academic programmes, or even higher-level ABE programmes. They are, if well done, more costly than other programmes; they require greater resources for recruitment and teaching.

Another set of pressures limits the kinds of people that existing programmes are likely to serve. As is commonly noted, literacy and ABE programmes tend to "cream," that is, to "address themselves to the more competent members of their target audiences,"14 to reach people "on the edge of functional effectiveness."15 Institutions may concentrate their programming in larger centres, where student recruitment is relatively easy and administrative and support expenses can be distributed across a range of programmes. Many literacy and ABE programmes also have links to various social and labour market agencies. Some links, such as those to the Workers Compensation Board, reinforce the recruitment of students for whom literacy is an isolated problem. The clienteles of Employment and Immigration Canada and the Ministry of Social Services and Housing — the unemployed and social assistance recipients — are perhaps by definition people with greater needs. However, the policies of these agencies, which target people who are employable in the short term, tend to favour the already relatively favoured.

Furthermore, students who actively seek out literacy tutoring programmes and classes likely experience limited literacy or education as an isolated problem. For example, people with relatively greater education and relatively fewer needs are more likely to respond to public recruitment appeals, to persist in their study, to be in employment contexts in which study is encouraged or provided, and to have friends or family that support their learning. It is often easier for people to say that they need to learn English (as a second language) than for people to say that they need to learn to read and write; even immigrants who are not literate in their mother tongue can say simply that they were poor and could not go to school — a statement not possible for most people born in Canada. People who have some stable employment history, who know both the discipline and the rewards of the workforce, who have had successes that don't depend upon reading and writing, are more likely to attend and persist in literacy programmes.

In short, any effort to increase literacy butts up against social inequalities, some of which are within educational programmes and institutions, and some of which extend beyond education to social welfare and labour market agencies, and to society as a whole. A strategy to make literacy learning accessible to all who might want or need it must set out consciously to counteract these social inequalities.
Mandate and Responsibility

A framework for adult literacy policy and strategy should begin with a clear identification of key responsibility within the government, and a clear commitment by the British Columbia government to address literacy issues. The Minister of Advanced Education and Job Training should act as lead Ministry for adult literacy within the British Columbia government. The government might well take advantage of International Literacy Year to announce adult literacy as an area for priority attention, and to outline a multi-year strategy to begin the reduction of illiteracy. There is no question of “eradicating illiteracy” in the short run. A “massive reduction” (the phrase coming to be used within UNESCO) is, however, realistic. A committed strategy to address adult literacy requires goals for numbers of people to be served. Federal corrections programmes, and the Saskatchewan literacy campaign, have both specified goals in terms of numbers of people to be served, or brought to some level of achievement, in literacy programmes. In a similar way, to signify its commitment to literacy, the British Columbia government could declare numerical targets for literacy programming, with increases in numbers of people served, over each of the next several years.

A mandate statement should make explicit the general purposes that literacy programming is to serve, and general assumptions regarding its provision. It can provide a sense of guidance to that provision that goes beyond the more detailed statements of policy and institutional arrangements. The following themes should be considered for inclusion in a mandate statement:

1. People learn throughout their lives, and a strategy to promote literacy must assist adults as well as children. To develop literacy, it is not enough to focus on the schooling of children. This is so for both social and economic reasons. Children’s success in learning depends upon cooperation between family and school, and the children of adults who have limited education and literacy skills are themselves likely to experience difficulties in school. Without the provision of literacy programming for adults, this cycle of restricted learning is likely to be maintained.

2. Furthermore, a large proportion of those who will make up the workforce of the province for the next decades are already adults. Their job skills more and more involve reading and writing, and their ability to retrain, usually in courses that require literacy, is crucial to their own economic well-being, and that of their employers. Adult literacy programming is one important element of an integrated strategy of basic education and training both for productivity growth and labour market flexibility, and for a fairer sharing of wealth and the benefits of technology. Literacy, numeracy and communication skills are essential to employment, to the search for employment, and to training, in an economy penetrated by successive technological innovations. Skill requirements for jobs even at the lower end of the labour force are rising, and, due to demographic factors, a larger proportion of the population will be needed to participate in the labour force.

3. Literacy is important for much more than productivity, narrowly considered. It is also fundamental in preserving human values in a technological world, and in making possible a democracy based on the informed judgment of its citizens. To assure both British Columbia’s economic well-being and its democratic strength, it should be a central objective of adult education policy and programming to reduce gaps in educational attainment between the most and the least educated.
Literacy Policy Strategies

The Provincial Literacy Advisory Committee has recommended a community-based strategy for the province. The remainder of this paper will examine how the intention to see a community-based strategy for literacy work might be realized. The term “community-based” has a multiplicity of meanings, all of which point to teaching and programme arrangements that in some sense are embedded in specific communities and take their lead from learners. There is an ongoing dialogue among literacy practitioners about forms of literacy programming, in which terms such as “schooling” and “institution” are set against terms such as “learning” and “community.” Proponents of a “community-based” approach make a critique of what they take to be “institutional” forms of education. These “institutional” forms assume that knowledge is objectively defined in a standardized curriculum, in the light of which the student is deficient or incomplete. By virtue of ignorance, the student is not yet capable of being a member of the community, is “marginal.” The community-based alternative sees the learner as already knowledgeable, already a member of the community. This knowledge and this membership are then the bases of further learning.

Indeed, many educators who work in educational institutions adhere to community-based ideas about knowledge and learning. A useful distinction can be drawn between a community-based strategy at a teaching or classroom level, in which all aspects of teaching are “learner-centered,” and a community-based strategy at an organizational level, in which the literacy programme either is itself a community organization or has links to a community organization or organizations. A community-based teaching strategy tends to go together with a community-based organizational strategy, but either can be adopted, in practice, without the other.

Community-Based Teaching Strategies

A community-based approach to teaching adopts a learner-centered curriculum, one which is based on learners’ objectives, as opposed to a prescribed set of activities and subject matter. Grade level designations, and standardized materials, are avoided except in response to specific student needs. The curriculum is in this sense “adult.” Learner-centered teaching methods are used, as opposed to methods that are didactic or authoritarian in approach. These methods are learner-controlled in the sense of being negotiated between teachers and learners. They make learners’ knowledge and strength the basis of further learning. This often implies the use of the “language-experience” or “whole-language” approach, sometimes including the publication of student writings, sometimes using a thematic or problem-based approach in which groups of students develop reading and writing as they study themes defined from their own lives. It may also imply education in mother-tongue literacy, for people not erate in their mother-tongue, and as a basis for the most effective subsequent learning of English literacy. A community-based approach to teaching also conducts the evaluation of student progress in terms that are negotiated between teachers and students. It aims at economic and social self-sufficiency of both individual students and the students’ community, in a process of “empowerment.”

Such an approach to curriculum, teaching methods and evaluation has numerous advocates within British Columbia, and has already been promoted through in-service training and materials. The Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training, in order to promote community based teaching, might continue to support adult literacy resources that promote student-centred curriculum, teaching methods and evaluation, and to support training activities for literacy teachers and tutors, to the same end.
Definitions of literacy are important for setting the tone of literacy work and for structuring teaching approaches. The two most common definitions of literacy are those which make it equivalent to levels of children’s public schooling (“grade 0-8” or the like), and those which emphasize learners’ needs and self-definitions. (Saskatchewan, for example, defines literacy expressly as those reading and writing skills that enable one to improve one’s living and working conditions.) A broad general definition of literacy would support flexibility in programming, and a community-based approach to teaching.

Definitions of literacy, especially when they become the terms of programme outcome reporting or of funding formulas, can be effective determinants of teaching. For example, when literacy is defined as scoring at a certain level on a standardized test, and programme success is measured (and perhaps funding allocated) on the basis of numbers of people attaining that score, definitions of literacy can effectively deform literacy work. Programmes should therefore be able to report their success in terms of students’ progression through academic levels, when that meets students’ own goals, but also in terms that are sensitive to the variety of students’ contexts and and purposes.

Community-Based Organizational Strategies

Promotion of literacy requires inducements to educational institutions (both funding and encouragement for minimum activity at this level), and inducements to community organizations (program funding and organizational support). A discussion of community based programming strategies in British Columbia should consider (a) college and school district programmes, (b) links between institutional programmes and other community organizations, and (c) literacy programmes that are themselves non-governmental community organizations, or are sponsored by community organizations.

College and School District Programs

The first necessity is adequate provision of and support for programmes in educational institutions, so that learners who use those programmes can have secure access. Currently, as described above, provincial policies only enable and do not ensure the delivery of literacy programming, and community college activity at the literacy level depends on initiatives within individual institutions.

Among adult British Columbians, according to 1986 census data, 11% have fewer than 9 years of schooling; 41% have less than a secondary certificate. People with fewer than nine years of schooling are more than one quarter (28%) of those with less than a secondary diploma.21 When people are also considered whose literacy skills have diminished since leaving school, or who completed nine years in school but did not acquire substantial literacy skills, the proportion is surely higher. Available data don’t allow us to know what proportion literacy students are of all ABE students, but they are predictably underrepresented — in the light of the pressures, described above, that work against educational institutions being oriented to those with the most basic literacy needs. For literacy programming to claim its share of space within institutions, there needs to be special provision for it, and special promotion of it. Special provision includes allowance for the special expense of quality literacy programming, and allowance for gradual funding increases to permit orderly programming growth over a period of years. With this in mind, community colleges should be funded at a higher level for literacy programs than for other
specified goals for programming, for example in terms of how many should be served. The absence of policy and financial commitment to programming holds true for both community colleges and school districts. There is no stated commitment to provide programming uniformly across the province, or across community college regions. The provision of both college programmes and school district programmes is uneven, due both to the absence of central policy and to limited funding.

There is no policy direction for extra-institutional arrangements, in community programmes that are planned closer to the people who participate in them, and that might serve learners who are generally not served by existing programs. Neither is there a policy direction for workplace-related programmes for people who are not impelled by personal circumstances to search out institutional programmes.

In the recent history of government financial restraint, literacy programmes, particularly community-oriented efforts, and the skills of facilitating them, have been eroded. In the province there has also been an effective (if unintended) absence of public discussion, to date, about literacy policy. This recent history means that the implementation process of any new policy for literacy in the province needs to be conducted very carefully.

Understanding Literacy Programming

Before proceeding to consider a framework for literacy policy in British Columbia, it will be useful to consider some central issues in the provision of literacy programming. A number of common understandings developed in literacy programs and in publications arising from the field should provide guidance to both policy and institutional arrangements. These understandings may be summarized in a series of points.

• Promoting literacy can not be a process of “eradicating” illiteracy in a few years. There’s no reason to suppose that in the foreseeable future all youth leaving school will achieve reasonable literacy competences; and not all adults with low literacy skill are attracted to study at any one time — even when study is available. Consequently, the need is not for a short-term campaign but for an extended strategy. In this strategy, public awareness and the development of programming need to work hand-in-hand.

• Effective programming focusses on skills linked to students’ expressed needs for general education, parenting, training and employment and democratic citizenship, not on skills alone or for their own sake.

• Volunteers have roles to play — in tutoring, in classroom assistance, in advocacy, in programme support — but they are not the whole answer and they should not be mistaken for a “cheap and easy” solution. Effective volunteer tutoring programmes require high quality recruitment, selection, training and supervision of volunteers; they require adequate provision of learning materials, resources and facilities; and they require the means to show recognition of volunteers’ dedication.

• Literacy programming necessarily involves community action. It also necessarily requires government support. Secure programme financing is necessary, so that students involved in or considering programmes don’t find their progress stymied, and so that a body of experienced literacy practitioners can be formed.

• Partnerships among the many communities, organizations and institutions interested in literacy are essential. Partnerships between business and labour are key. Many government
departments and agencies, and many community organizations, have roles to play; and these need co-ordination. Public participation in educational planning and decision-making makes sense for both practical and democratic reasons.

- Groups with the least developed literacy (e.g., the poorest, some immigrant groups, natives) are not generally well served by conventional educational initiatives, and must be served in flexible and innovative approaches, often called "community-based". Such approaches may also serve literacy students generally.

**Learners Served and Not Served**

An examination of literacy programming should question who literacy programmes serve. One approach is to ask what backgrounds people with limited literacy come from. Here are some examples. Some older people, especially those who grew up with the expectation of working in farming, mining, trapping, fishing or the home, may have seen formal education as unnecessary. Some children — most likely those who suffer hunger or abuse — don't learn the rudiments of literacy in the first few years of schooling. Many more young people leave school when they perceive that their programmes are not relevant, or that they are not learning significantly, or that they might gain some financial security by leaving school and going to work. Native children drop out of school — especially high school — at a very high rate. Immigrants and refugees to Canada often experience years of difficulty in learning to read and write English, especially if they are not literate in their mother tongues.

It may be more relevant to ask about the current life circumstances of people who might come to programmes. The following list is not exhaustive, but potential students in literacy include:

- social assistance recipients
- single parents, primarily women
- the working poor
- workers in situations of technological change
- women re-entering the labour force
- undereducated youth
- physically and mentally handicapped people, including those moving from institutions into the community
- native people
- new immigrants
- longer-term immigrants
- francophones
- prison inmates
- parolees.

Individuals in these groups vary both in their own circumstances, and in the programme arrangements under which they could be well served. Some are already relatively well integrated into our society, as workers, property owners, active citizens. For them, limited literacy is an isolated problem — primarily an embarrassment, or a problem of credentials, or a restriction on job advancement. For others, however, limited literacy is one problem among many — part of a pattern of disadvantage that may include unemployment, poverty, inadequate housing, poor health and a sense of alienation. It is clear that there is a complex heterogeneous population of potential learners. To reach them, there needs to be a variety of learning situations — a variety of specific learning
could be promoted in governmental or institutional policies. In particular, community college policies could ensure that Fundamental level programmes work in co-operation with other agencies in the community, and with school districts. British Columbia public libraries could also contribute to efforts to develop literacy, through expansion of their collections, through making their facilities available to literacy programmes, or through direct provision of teaching.

Literacy Programmes in Community Organizations

Many potential students are not attracted to programmes in educational institutions. This includes those for whom limited literacy is one among multiple disadvantages. It also includes workers who need greater literacy skills as a result of changes in technology or work organization, or in order to take promotions, but who are not led by individual circumstances to actively seek schooling. To serve people who are not habituated to schooling systems, educational strategies can develop in relationship to clusters of experience, ideally with the participation of potential students and the organizations in which they are involved. Language learning can be facilitated when there is some organizational connection between a literacy programme and a community centre, trade union, or native organization. To include people who may not seek out an educational institution, or be referred through the network of social agencies, community-based programming strategies can take educational programmes closer to the people that might participate in them. Students can be attracted by arrangements through community organizations that spread knowledge of programmes, or allow community input into programmes, or both. People who begin their study in community-based programmes will often gain the knowledge or confidence to continue their study in a college or school district programme. Community-based programmes, that is, will predictably operate as feeders to institutional programmes.

Such an effort to penetrate deeper into communities requires community-based programmes as traditionally defined. Such programmes are oriented towards a specific community, and may be staffed by members of the community. The community is some coherent group of people, perhaps a geographic neighbourhood, but perhaps also, for example, single mothers, workers in a particular industry, or native people. Programme emphasis can be placed on the unique needs of the particular group. Such programmes are accountable for the activities they perform, but are autonomous in the sense that they are not governed through the managerial structures of a larger educational institution. Community programmes reach underserved populations — especially those that typically do not join more conventional programmes. “Community-based organizations have been able to reach groups of participants usually thought of as difficult to reach, including those with the lowest literacy abilities.”

Policies to promote such literacy programming exist in several provinces. For example, Ontario Community Literacy grants are made to provide programmes and services to people “for whom a lack of literacy skills has been a barrier to participating fully in society, and who have been unable to benefit from the existing institutional delivery system.” Grants are made to not-for-profit community-based organizations, operating under a board of directors, with a demonstrated capacity to deliver literacy programmes in co-operative relationships with other community organizations, boards of education and community colleges. Funds are available for programme operation, and for outreach and publicity, and for co-ordination between programmes. One Toronto model calls for community literacy programmes to be developed in co-operation with other community services, and planned by a community working group on the basis of an investigation of
local needs. Programmes are said to be best located in space provided by a settlement house, library, church or community centre. Tutors and students are to be actively involved in the routine operation of the programme and in its governance, which is to be based in an autonomous volunteer board of directors, drawn from the local area. In other provinces there are other models for literacy programmes in community organizations. For example, Manitoba funds many Indian and Métis organizations to operate literacy programmes. Québec funds a number of groupes populaires en alphabétisation through its OVEP fund (Organismes volontaires d'éducation populaire)

In British Columbia, Project Literacy organizations developing as non-profit literacy societies might begin programmes, as might other organizations formed specifically for literacy. Existing community organizations — community centres, multicultural societies, native groups, trade unions, women's centres — might include literacy programming in their activities. Community colleges or school districts might work in conjunction with independent literacy organizations or other community organizations to plan and operate literacy programmes.

Such programmes could be promoted through a system of community literacy grants, available to community organizations to develop and operate literacy programmes that serve a definable geographic community, or a specific community of interest. Because of the great variability of conditions in which such programmes operate, funding should be for overall programme operation, not on an FTE basis. Grants might be available not only to independent literacy organizations and other non-governmental organizations, but also to community colleges or school districts that develop projects in partnership with non-governmental community organizations. There would well be both developmental grants, allowing for needs assessment, research, programme planning, recruitment, and ongoing evaluation; and programme grants, allowing for the operation of programmes, and renewable upon review of programme achievements and plans. Grant applications would require descriptions of the organization providing the service, staff positions, plans for the training and use of volunteers (if any), the identification of potential students, the involvement of community organizations and students in programme design, plans for recruiting students, the results sought and means of evaluation, and co-ordination with other ABE providers and organizations interested in adult literacy. It is crucial that funding provide consistent ongoing support to such community literacy programmes for a period of years. Literacy co-ordinators and planners commonly report that it requires two to three years for programmes to take root in communities, especially where the aims and principles of a community-directed programme are novel.

Programmes in various specific communities will involve close co-operation among various provincial and federal ministries. The provincial Ministries of Education, and Advanced Education and Job Training, and the federal Departments of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, and the Secretary of State, should co-operate with one another and with native organizations to ensure that adequate literacy programming for native people is available. The Solicitor General should ensure that literacy programming is available in provincial correctional institutions, and in post-release programmes.

**Literacy Programmes for Workers**

One weakness in literacy programming across the province (and the nation) is a lack of programming readily available to people in the workplace, where felt demands for literacy might be met by learning opportunities close at hand; and where a very powerful "natural" grouping, with possibilities for word-of-mouth recruitment and peer support for study,
might support programme participation. For workers who are experiencing change in the workplace, that is surely a reasonable “community” for literacy work. As with community programmes, workplace programmes would predictably serve as feeders to institutions.

A useful policy model is the Ontario programme, Basic Skills in the Workplace, which provides grants to employers, unions or employer or employee groups. These cover instructional costs for literacy, communications and mathematics, and basic technical and scientific knowledge. Programmes are held in the workplace, at the union hall, or in some other employer or employee-related facility. It is recommended that workers studying in the programme do so half on their own time and half on company-provided time.32

In British Columbia, the Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training could make workplace literacy grants available to employers or trade unions, or groups of employers or workers, to develop literacy programmes. Grants could also be available to community colleges that design programmes co-operatively with employers and/or trade unions. There could be both developmental and programme grants, with application requirements similar to those described above for community programmes.

Funds for community literacy grants and workplace literacy grants would well be distinct, to ensure the possible development of both types of programmes. However, if in any college region suitable applications are not forthcoming for programmes of either type, then funding allocated to that type could be available to the other.

Community-Institutional Relations

Community-based programmes, from the governmental point of view, are those with which government has a contractual and not a managerial relationship. Government support for community-based programmes may be inspired by a desire to reduce the size of government institutions, or to maintain “flexibility” in the deployment of funds. Institutions may want to promote community programmes, to fill out their range of service. On the other hand, from the community advocate’s point of view, a community-based programme is one whose goals are defined by and in relationship to a community rather than a government or institution. Such a programme can maximize the tailoring of teaching to its community, as it emphasizes programme visibility and accessibility, small size and informality, and democratic control over programming.33

These differences of perspective may produce divergent views or interests. Community programme costs may be higher than for standard institutional programmes. Community programmes may define learning needs in ways that institutions do not, or assert interests that institutions are not recognizing. If this results in conflicts of view between institutions and community organizations, there need to be venues for those differences to be negotiated.

This implies, first, a recognition of the necessity for negotiation between educational institutions and other non-governmental organizations. Further, it would be helpful for each college to provide a specific staff position with the responsibility to make college expertise and resources available to other community organizations interested in literacy, to bring community groups together to clarify local literacy needs and programming possibilities, and to mediate between community organizations and educational institutions.
Removing Barriers and Providing Supports

Much of a strategy for literacy must involve extending the scope of programming and the range of program types, and devising innovative measures to attract students. But as a foundation for programs of all types, barriers to the participation of those with low literacy skills should be removed. These barriers may involve fees, materials, transportation and child care. They are particularly likely to affect low-income and disabled people, native people and prison inmates. Ensuring that inability to pay fees, purchase materials, or secure transportation or child care is not a barrier to participation would first require action from the Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training. Minimally, the adequacy of the recent expansion of the Adult Basic Education Student Assistance Plan could be monitored.

Government ministries that deal with the employed and social assistance recipients should be encouraged to adopt policies that invite rather than discouraging literacy programme participation. Thus the Ministries of Advanced Education and Job Training, and Social Services and Housing, could co-operate to ensure that financial support and counselling are available to social assistance recipients who want to take part in literacy programmes. The Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training could encourage Employment and Immigration Canada to adopt flexible criteria that would allow unemployment insurance recipients to pursue literacy training, and would make EIC training sponsorship available to literacy students.

Finally, the Ministries of Advanced Education and Job Training, Health, and Social Services and Housing, might co-operate to ensure that the unique learning needs of disabled people who wish to improve their literacy skills are addressed, through programme access, the development of learning materials and in-service training, and technological aids; and through support for community organizations assisting handicapped people to live independently in the community.

Plain English

Plain English efforts are significant in an overall strategy for literacy. Plain language helps to create a situation in which people who develop literacy skills will find them useful. Plain English efforts should be encouraged and supported throughout the British Columbia government, in all those Ministries and departments that deal with a broad public, including those with the least education. These include the Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training, the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Labour, the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Social Services and Housing, the Attorney General, the Workers Compensation Board, and the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia.

Implementation and Support

There can be no pre-established detailed plan for a literacy strategy focused on serving particular community needs. Before the announcement or implementation of any policy, there should be wide consultation and discussion of policy and programme proposals, involving literacy students, tutors, teachers, and co-ordinators, interested community members; business and labour leaders; and administrators, civil servants and politicians.

Furthermore, a process of policy implementation in reasonable stages is necessary to assure effective programming. Those at the front-line are key in any policy implementation. Their co-operation and involvement are essential, and any implementation plan should consider needs that may arise for them. A community-based strategy cannot
only work downwards, from government and literacy practitioners to communities. It must also work upwards, from communities to literacy practitioners, and laterally, among literacy programmes and practitioners — allowing the exchange and development of skills and strategies. A literacy strategy should include an animation process to provide initial training of new programme staff — co-ordinators, teachers, tutors; to provide assistance in materials development; and to make experienced literacy educators available to serve as resource people for programmes. As a practical matter this animation would involve funding for governmental staff positions, and especially for special projects to promote the exchange and development of programming strategies, teaching skills and learning materials among literacy practitioners.

To monitor policy and programming results, it would be crucial to have comprehensive and consistent data collection on those who attend programmes. This should be provided through both the Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training and the Ministry of Education, and should include not only FTE's at the literacy or Fundamental level, but also actual numbers of individuals in each college campus or school district involved in programmes. To identify the nature of programme effectiveness, there should be at least sample data on referrals and their sources, students' previous education, family circumstances, age, sex, ethnic origin, employment and income. There should also be at least sample data on student perceptions of programmes.

To have continuing representation of the partners in literacy in the development of a provincial literacy strategy, an ongoing provincial literacy advisory committee might be established. Its membership should include learners, educators, and business, labour and community groups. Such a committee would do well to report annually on successes and limitations of the literacy strategy, in both narrative and statistical form. Such a committee should also consider advisable strategy changes, in an area of education in which educators have much to learn.
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In characterizing or defining "the illiterate", it is easy to misrepresent, even to malign, those who should be served. Any definitional exercise, including this one, should be continually tested out against the experience of those who do not read and write well, those who come to literacy programs, and those who work in them.
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Both the Saskatchewan Literacy Campaign and the Ontario Community Literacy programme have developed thoughtful and comprehensive application forms for such a system of grants. These cover many aspects of programme design and evaluation, and specific issues arising regarding re-applications.
